
 Initially,  the practice among the priests was 
that whoever wishes to remove the ashes 

from the altar  removes them. And when there are many priests 
who wish to perform that task, the privilege to do so is determined 

run and d  on the ramp leading to the 
top of the altar. Any priest and reaches 
within is privileged to remove 
the ashes. And if both of them were equal and neither preceded 
the other, the appointed your 

And what 
one or two and the priests  a thumb in the 
Temple. 

the priests standing in a circle. As the count progressed, a priest 
could calculate and manipulate the result in his favor by surrepti

occurred 
where both of them were equal as they were running -
ing on the ramp, and one of them shoved another and he fell and 
his leg was broken. And people were 

potential danger, they instituted that priests would 
remove ashes from the altar only by means 
four s  there, in the Temple, on a daily basis to determine 
the priests privileged to perform the various services, and this, 
determining which priest would remove the ashes, was 

.

of holding a race to determine which priest 
And what is the reason that the Sages did 

 for the removal of the ashes as they 
Initially 

they thought: Since it is performed at night it would not 
be important to the priests, and not many of them would to 

when they saw 
that many priests did indeed that 
danger they instituted 

But there is the 
burning of the limbs and the fats 
ings, that is performed at night, and nevertheless 
the Sages 

service but as the main part of the 

place during the day. 

this service of remov
ing the ashes is also the start of a day-

hands at night by washing them for the removal of the ashes,  the 

Temple, his hands again,  
them at the start of Apparently, the re

moval of the ashes, though performed at night, is considered the 

Initially – : The earlier commentaries debate wheth-
er or not the High Priest performed all the Temple services 
on Yom Kippur. Some authorities say he did, and that no 
other priest participated in the day’s responsibilities; others 
say that those tasks that were not particular to Yom Kippur 
were assigned to other priests. Many proofs are brought for 
both approaches. The Ramban argues that this chapter sup-
ports the position that other priests were involved in certain 
services. Were it not so, this entire chapter, as well as some 
subsequent material that discusses the selection of priests for 
various tasks, would be altogether unrelated to Yom Kippur 
and would therefore have no place in this tractate. How-
ever, a possible explanation is that since the previous chap-
ter mentioned the daily removal of the ashes, this chapter 
continues to explore the regular services (Tosefot Yom Tov).

Removal of the ashes – : The priest who re-
moved the ashes from the altar wore the priestly garments, 
but they were of lower quality than the vestments worn 
for the performance of other services. The service involved 

not a particularly prestigious service, there was concern that 
few priests would be interested in performing it (Me’iri).

The priests run and ascend – : Various commen-
taries ask how the priests could run in the Temple courtyard, 
since running is not a respectful manner of conduct, and 
the priests were normally expected to walk with very small 
steps, placing the heel adjacent to the toe of the other foot 
at each step. Some explain that the race mentioned in the 
mishna did not involve actual running but walking quickly 
with these small steps (Tosafot Yeshanim). 

The next day he need not sanctify his hands again – 
: The basis for this discussion is the fact that 

-
ous day, unlike the usual Jewish practice, where the night is 
considered the beginning of the subsequent day. Therefore, 
there is some doubt as to whether an act performed before 
daybreak could be associated with the following day.

The lottery – : The Temple appointee was also 
responsible for the lotteries. He instructed the priests to ex-

was granted the task being assigned (Rambam 

Four lotteries – : Four lotteries were held every 
day for the privileges of performing the Temple services. The 

(Rambam 

:
the removal of the ashes need not sanctify his hands again 
to perform a subsequent service. Although the ashes were 
removed while it was still night, that act was considered the 

for the entire day, as the Gemara states (Rambam 



Say 
them at the outset for 

say that the removal of the ashes is considered the start of the 

there is no interruption between the two activities.

Some say 
Initially, the Sages thought that there is a likelihood of 
being at that time of night, not many priests 

they saw that they did indeed that 
they 

But there is the burning of the 
limbs and the fats 
for the same likelihood of being 
sleep, and nevertheless the for that 

Lying down to go to sleep 
late 

to rise before dawn to remove the ashes from the altar.

But 
to assign the removal of ashes by means of a 

due to that reason  
was instituted due to this 

reason: 
as 

it was taught in a who was privileged to per
form the removal of the ashes  was also privileged with laying 
out the arrangement of wood on the altar and with placing the 
two logs that were placed on the altar each morning. Since these 
were inherently important tasks, the only way to assign them was 

ashes.

two separate 
instituted. Initially, the Sages thought that priests 

would not come forward to perform the task of removing the 
ashes. many priests and that they 

the Sages for 
this task. for removing the ashes, 
the priests anymore. the lot
tery will fall in our favor? 

the Sages instituted for the priests that whoever was priv-
ileged with performing the removal of the ashes would also be 
privileged with laying out the arrangement of wood on the altar 
and with placing the two logs, so that the importance of all these 
tasks combined would ensure that the priests 

§ 
tuted, when there were many priests who sought to perform the 

the top of the altar was privileged with performing the removal 
of the ashes. Rav Pappa said: obvious to me that the four 

the mishna is referring to are not the four cubits adjacent 
to the ramp on the ground, because we learned in the mishna 
that the priests , and not adjacent to 
the ramp. also not referring to the four cubits from the 
foot of the ramp, because we learned that the priests run and 

Any priest  
r  and reaches within four cubits of the 

have ascended the ramp to some extent.

But was the ordinance due to that reason – : 
Some commentaries write that the purpose of the lottery was to 
show that the service of removing the ashes was an important 
task, so that priests would be drawn to performing it (Rabbeinu 
Tam, Sefer HaYashar; ).

We learned that the priests run and ascend on the ramp and 
only afterward it says: Any priest who precedes another – 

: Some commentators 
claim that the Gemara’s proof from this sentence is from the 

short space as less than four cubits (Tosefot Ri HaLavan).

Who was privileged to perform the removal of the ashes – 
: The priest who won the right to remove the 

ashes was also given the privileges of arranging the wood pile 
and of placing the two logs on the altar (Rambam 

).

The altar and the ramp – : Numbers in this diagram, 
which is not to scale, indicate measurements in cubits. As the 
diagram illustrates, the vertical rise of the altar from the base to 
its top was not a straight line, but retreated two cubits inward. 
The ramp, seen on the right, inclined toward the altar but was not 

four cubits are measured from where the ramp meets the altar 
or from the dotted line perpendicular to the base.

Altar and ramp



also not referring to four cubits somewhere in the middle, 

and there is no clear indication which 

all this, it is obvious to me that the four cubits we learned in 
the mishna are referring to the four cubits 
the altar 
the one privileged to remove the ashes.

Rav Pappa raised a dilemma 
Are the which are the four cubits 
adjacent to the altar, calculated 
of the altar and its ledge, as the ramp continues and 
overlaps these two cubits at the top of the altar, 

or are they  of the base 
of the altar  its ledge? 
considered to be at the end of the ramp, the point at which it 
meets the altar, or it can be considered the point on the ramp 
that is directly over the external base of the altar, which is two 
cubits away from the point where the ramp meets the altar. 

dilemma shall stand unresolved.

§ if both of them were equal 
and neither preceded the other, the appointed priest says to all 

your [hatzbiu
performed. A  taught the meaning of the unusual term 

the priests themselves directly, rather than 
a support 

for a teaching of said: It is 
s  directly, even for the purposes of a 

concerning King Saul and his count of 
“And he numbered them with bezek”  Samuel 

meaning that he counted them through shards, one shard 
representing each man, rather than counting them directly.

Rav
From where do you derive that this word bezek is a term  
related to the verb meaning to break apart, so that it means 

Perhaps it is the name of a town, and it means that  
Saul counted them in Bezek, 
Adoni-bezek  

is not from that verse but from here, “And  
Saul summoned the people and numbered them by sheep” 

each one take a sheep and put it aside to represent him in the 
count.

Rabbi Elazar a group of Jews violates 
a negative mitzva, as it is stated: “And the number of the 

-
not be measured” 

One who counts a group of Jews in fact vio-
lates two negative mitzvot, as it is stated 

Counting Jews – : It is prohibited to count the Jew-
ish people directly, but an indirect counting is permitted (Ram-
bam ; 

As it is written: He numbered them with bezek – 
: The early commentaries ask why the Gemara did not merely 

the Jewish people directly, without the use of atonement money 
through which a census was to be conducted. One answer to 
the question is that the Torah’s prohibition applies only when the 
census is done for no particular reason. However, if it is necessary 

war required by the Torah, it is permitted to count them directly. 
Therefore, the Gemara cites Saul, who, although numbering the 
people in preparation for a religious war, still counted them indi-
rectly (Tosefot Ri HaLavan). Others say that the atonement money 
required in that passage in the Torah atoned for the sin of the 
Golden Calf, so that episode cannot be used as a model for other 
situations (Maharsha and others).

Cannot be measured and cannot be counted – : 
The question is raised that the Gemara could have quoted the 

of the sea, which cannot be numbered for multitude” (Genesis 

answers this question. In fact, according to Rabbi Avraham, son 
of the Rambam, his father held that this verse from Genesis was 
indeed the source for the prohibition.



Rabbi that -
“And the number of

of Israel will be like the sand of the sea,” suggesting that they will have 

which means they will not be countable at all. How can these 

in the second statement, it is referring to a time 
when then they will be in
numerable. a time when 
the Jewish people do not then they will be like 

Rabbi 
said in the name of Abba Yosei ben Dostai: 

in the second statement, it is referring to counting 
by the hand of man; the Jewish people will be too numerous to count 
by man. by the 
hand of God, 
of the sand of the sea. 

Rav that  is appointed 
 wealthy.  

from the verses cited above. 
“And he numbered them with bezek,” and in 

 sheep,” indicating 
that he was able to provide enough of his own sheep to use them in 

But perhaps the people pro
vided these sheep from their own If so, 

Why would the text tell us that the 
people were counted with sheep if not to illustrate incidentally the great 

§ Having mentioned the verse about Saul, the Gemara proceeds to 

and he strove in the valley” Rabbi Mani said: 
means that Saul strove with God, as it were, 
the valley. At the time when the Holy One, Blessed be He, said to 

and proscribe all that belongs to him; 
do not pity him, but kill men and women alike, infants and sucklings 
alike, oxen and sheep alike, camel and donkey alike” 
Saul countered and on account of one life that is taken, in 

is broken to a barren val
all the 

more so all these Amalekite lives. 

And If the men have sinned, in what way have 
the animals sinned? 

And if the adults have sinned, in what way -
then 

not be overly righteous” 
more merciful than the Creator Himself, Who has commanded you to 
do this, for to do so would not be an indication of righteousness but of 
weakness. At a later time, when Saul said to Doeg: “Turn around and 
strike down the priests, and Doeg the Edomite turned around and 

man and woman alike, infants and sucklings alike, oxen and donkeys 
and sheep, by the sword” a
forth and said to him: “Do not

A leader of the community becomes wealthy – : 

not be intimidated by wealthy members of the community and 
will feel little compunction in rebuking them for their misdeeds 
( ). 

Overly righteous…overly wicked – : The 
principle here is that an individual who lacks proper control over 
his emotions will occasionally cause harm through misplaced 

compassion. The same weakness of character leads to exaggerated 
cruelty in other situations. Thus, Saul’s sin with Agag and his sin 
with the priests of Nob emanated from the same source of weak 
character (Me’iri). Some commentaries explain that Saul’s actions 
against Nob disproved the claim that his earlier pity of Agag was 
due to the calculated reasoning attributed to him in the Gemara 
here, since the same sort of logic certainly would have led him to 
spare the accused city. The exhortation not to be overly wicked 

).



Amalek, the Gemara observes that Rav 
does a person who has the support of his Lord have to worry 

.  
between Saul and David. Saul failed with one single sin and it 

costing him the throne. David, how
ever, failed with two sins and they were not 

What was Saul’s 
one with Agag, king of Amalek, whom Saul 

But 
also 

of priests, in which Saul later slew many innocent people, as 
with 

Agag, “I 
regret that

Rav Huna stated above that David failed with two sins. What 
were they? One was the incident in which he had Uriah killed. 

of David to conduct 
a census of the Jewish people (see 
many deaths in a plague. 

But  
also

in that case, punish-
 

longer listed among his sins, as it with regard to this 
“And he shall restore the lamb fourfold” (  Samuel 

David was indeed given a fourfold punishment for taking Bath
 born to Bathsheba and David died (see 

Amnon was killed; Tamar,  
his daughter, was raped by Amnon (see and his 
son Avshalom rebelled against him and was ultimately killed (see 

with regard 
to the sin of the census, he was punished separately, as it is writ-
ten: “And the Lord sent a plague against Israel from the morn-
ing until the appointed time” (

David was not punished personally, in his own 
body; 

in the incident with 
Bathsheba, David was not punished personally, in his own body; 

not so; he was punished personally, in his own 
body, for that sin, as Rav Yehuda said that Rav said: David was 

for and the 
Sanhedrin withdrew from him in protest over his behavior, and 

also that David 
“May those who fear You return to me, and they who 

know Your testimonies” 
return of those who fear God and who know His testimonies, 
referring to the Sages of the Sanhedrin, it can be inferred that they 
had withdrawn from him. And it is “Restore to 
me the joy of Your salvation, let a vigorous spirit support me” 

Didn’t 
from Ziba about 

 

the approach of Shmuel, who said: David did not
slanderous report, 

How little does a person who has the support of his Lord 
have to worry or be concerned – 

:
leeway by God simply because God liked him better than Saul. 
The commentaries raise the objection that it seems unfair for 
God to be more patient with one person than another for no 
reason other than that He likes him more. Some explain that 

was therefore forgiven (Maharsha). The Me’iri writes, however, 
that from the outset Saul’s kingship was meant to be only tem-
porary. By right the kingship belongs to the tribe of Judah, of 

).



And even according to Rav, who said that 
 report, one could answer that that sin is 

not counted, as was he not punished As Rav Yehuda said that 
Rav said: At the time when David said to Mephibosheth: “I say that 
you and Ziba should divide (

forth and said to him: Rehoboam and Jeroboam will divide the 
kingship. 

south (see ). 

§ 
“Saul was one year old when he began to reign” 
cannot be understood literally, as Saul was appointed king when he was 
a young man. Rav Huna said: 
reign he was like a one-year–old, in that he had never tasted the taste 
of sin but was wholly innocent and upright. 

interpretation of the 
say that he was like a one-year-old 

in that he was always .  Rav 
was shown a frightful dream that night, and he understood it as a 
punishment for having disparaged Saul. He said: I humbly submit 
myself to you, O bones of Saul, son of Kish, and beg your forgiveness. 
But again he was shown a frightful dream, and he understood 

fore said I humbly submit myself to you, O bones of Saul, 
son of Kish, king of Israel, and beg your forgiveness. Subsequently, the 
nightmares ceased.

Rav Yehuda said that Shmuel said: Why did the kingship of the house 

in his ancestry; he was of impeccable lineage. As Rabbi 
of Rabbi Shimon ben Yehotzadak: One 

appoints a leader over full of 
,  i.e., he has something inap

so that if 

him: Turn and look behind you and be reminded of your humble roots. 

scended from a family with problematic ancestry, namely Tamar (see 

Rav Yehuda said that Rav said: Why was Saul punished in that he was 
 at the very 

outset of his reign he inappropriately forwent his royal honor, as it is 
stated “And some base fellows said: 

 this man save us? So they disparaged him and brought him 
no present. But he made himself as if he did not hear”  Samuel 

-
 Samuel 

this way, his humility led to the crisis. 

And Rabbi 
tzadak: 

:

Perhaps what he meant to say was that Saul, in his great humility, 

weaned child with its mother; like a weaned child am I in my mind” 

this idea in a disrespectful manner (Tosafot Yeshanim).

A box full of creeping animals hanging behind him – 
:

community who assumes so much power that he comes to view 

has the requisite leadership qualities, is a preferable leader to one 
with no such past (Me’iri).

Why was Saul punished in that he was ultimately led to commit 
the sins described above – : This explanation fol-
lows Rashi’s commentary. Other commentaries explain the question 

he was faced with a war immediately upon assuming the crown 
( )?



who does not avenge himself and bear a grudge like a snake  
when insulted is not considered at all, as it is 
important to uphold the honor of Torah and its students by react

ex

grudge 
prohibition 

to monetary as it was taught in 
a What is revenge and what is bearing a grudge? Re-
venge  One said to his 

and 
the one who had refused to lend the sickle, said to the other 

Lend said to him: I will not lend to 
you, just as you did not lend to me, that is revenge.

And what is bearing a grudge?  one said to Lend 
and and day he, the one who 

had refused to lend the ax, said to Lend me your 
robe; said to him: Here it is, as I am not like you, 
who would not lend to me, that is bearing a grudge. Although 

he still makes it known to his friend that he resents his inconsid
 shows that the prohibition relates 

But does the prohibition against vengeance 
really not personal anguish 

Wasn’t it taught in a  
but do not insult others, who hear themselves being shamed  

 for God, and who re
main happy in their  them the verse states: 

 the sun when it goes forth in its 
might”  shows that one should forgive 

Who does not avenge himself and bear a grudge like a 
snake – : Some commentaries explain 

its victim out in the open but waits for the appropriate time to 
do so. Similarly, the Torah scholar, while he is permitted to retain 
a grudge against one who has insulted him, should not act on 
his feelings but should wait until the perpetrator is punished 
by divine providence, when he will see his anguish avenged 
(Me’iri
biting his victim, a Torah scholar too should not derive personal 
pleasure from taking revenge (Iyyei HaYam).

Rattlesnake preparing to attack, with drops of venom on its teeth

Those who are insulted…who hear themselves being 
shamed – : Some commentaries inter-

while hearing oneself being shamed refers to one overhearing 
something disparaging that was not addressed to him person-
ally (Rabbi Yoshiya Pinto).

They that love Him be as the sun when it goes forth in its 
might – : This choice of expression 
may be based on the story of the moon complaining at hav-
ing to share the sky with sun (see 
moon was diminished in brightness. In contrast, since the sun 
heard itself being insulted but did not react, it was rewarded 
by having its original brightness maintained. This accounts for 
the metaphor of the bright, rising sun in this context (Me’iri).

Who does not avenge himself and bear a grudge like a 
snake – :
to forgive one who insults him in private. However, if he was 
insulted publicly, he should avenge the insult and bear a 
grudge like a snake for the sake of the Torah’s honor (Ram-
bam 

Revenge – : One who takes revenge against his fel-

where one is wronged by another and he then retaliates 
in kind for the injustice; for example, if one person did not 
want to lend another an object, and the second person in 

Sefer 

Bearing a grudge – : One who bears a grudge of hatred 
against one’s fellow violates a negative mitzva. Bearing a 

toward his fellow and reminds him that he had once acted 
inappropriately toward him; e.g., if one’s fellow refused to 
lend him an object, and the second person then reminds 



and bearing a grudge indeed applies to cases of personal anguish; 
however, the scholar may keep resentment in his heart,  
though he should not act on it or remind the other person of his 

But didn’t Rava say: With 
regard to with others for injus
tices done to him,  the heavenly court in turn forgoes punishment 
for all his sins? 
is insulted must forgive insults, but that is only in cases where his 
antagonist has sought to appease him, in which case he should al
low himself to be appeased toward him. However, if no apology has 

the honor of the Torah.

§ 
 And 

And what for the 
one or two 

that the 
mishna states that the priest may extend two 
to state that they may also extend one 

when the mishna speaks 
a healthy person, who has 

one. 

time.  And so it was taught in a may 
they may what case is this statement 

said? in reference to 
person may And the sick priests who sit 
or lie alone, separately from the other priests,  
but . 

And -
ed as only one? Wasn’t it taught in a not 

or the thumb,  to
due to concern for One who 

sees that the count is approaching him might intentionally extend 
But 

it is

tends his thumb, however, it 
he is punished with lashes administered by 
of the pakia.   is that when the third 

counted. 

What does the  mean when it says that 

also means, as stated earlier, that the two 
one.

The scholar may keep resentment in his heart – 
: The scholar keeps his hatred in his heart, hoping that 

God will avenge him (Me’iri; Ritva). Rashi explains that the schol-
ar does not protest when someone else avenges the scholar’s 

Gemara against Saul for waiving his honor, because he stopped 
others from avenging his honor against those who had dis-
paraged him, as described in I  
Pinto).

The lottery in the Temple – : The Tosefta 
and the commentaries describe the lottery procedure. The 
priests stood in a circle and the appointee removed one priest’s 

turban to show that the count started from him. He picked 

 
lottery.

A healthy and a sick person – : The Rambam 
reverses the two cases and states that a healthy person extends 

The priests may not extend…the thumb – : 
The reason they may not extend his thumb is that it is easy to 

extend and withdraw, and a priest following the count can 

result (Rambam).

The person in charge of the pakia – :
According to the Jerusalem Talmud, this appointee was in 

make them into wicks, in accordance with the original under-
standing of Abaye recorded in this Gemara. Some commentar-

strips of garments to be used as both wicks and whips. This 
resolves the contradiction between the Gemara here and the 
Jerusalem Talmud (ge’onim; ).

Whoever forgoes his reckonings with others for injustices 
done to him – : It is a worthy attribute 
to forgive insults, and if one forgoes his reckonings with 
others for injustices done to him, the heavenly court in turn 
forgoes punishment for all his sins (Rambam 

: At the time of a lottery each 

three, all three are counted. However, one may not extend 
a thumb, due to concern for cheaters (Rambam 

text of this Gemara, as is found in some manuscripts of the 
Talmud, which reads shalosh, three, instead of shalish, third 

). With regard to counting the three 

this Gemara together with the Jerusalem Talmud, which has 

( ). 



 mentions lashes administered by the person in charge 
of the . What is a pakia? Rav said: a madra. However,  
the meaning of that term also became unclear over time, so the 

What is a madra? Rav Pappa said: It is a whip 
matraka]  used by the into  

 mentioned above, which was used 
for punishing the priests. 

Apropos this discussion, I would say 
When we learned in a mishna that 
pakia, I would say that it means that he was in charge of producing 

[ ] 
strips from the priests’ worn-out trousers and belts  and make 
wicks out of them, the lamps for the Celebration 
of Drawing Water. But taught in the 
previously cited And moreover, he is punished with lashes 
administered by  the pakia, I now say: 
What is a pakia? lashes. Ben Beivai was in charge of corporal 
punishment in the Temple.

§ occurred where both of 
the priests were equal as they were 
ramp, and one of them shoved the other and he fell and his leg was 
broken. in the occurred 
where there were two priests who were equal as they were running 

who then, out of anger, took a knife and 
stabbed him in the heart. 

Rabbi Tzadok  then stood up on the steps 
of the of the Sanctuary and said: Hear this, my 
brothers of the house of Israel. states: “If one be found 
slain in the land... then 
your Elders and they shall mea
sure…and it shall be that the city which is nearest to the slain man…

city took that heifer and broke its neck in a ritual of atonement. But 
what of us, Upon whom is the obligation to bring 

Does the obligation fall on the 
Jerusalem, so that its Sages must bring the calf, or does the 

obligation fall upon the Temple so that the priests must 
the entire assembly of people burst into 

tears.

, i.e., the young priest who was stabbed, 
and found that he was still 
death be an atonement for you. But g  
and has not yet died, and as such, the knife, which is in his body, 

 

of utensils was 
blood. 
of the knife than over the death of his child. And similarly, it says: 

 to another” (

bloodshed.

the one about the 
broken leg reported in the mishna or the one about the slain priest 
in the If we say that the incident of bloodshed 

if in response to a case of bloodshed 
they but continued with the running 

leg being broken they did establish Rather, we must say 
leg was broken in the course of 

the race and as the mishna states, the establishment of 

Whip [matraka] – : From the Arabic , , 

Worn-out priestly garments – : The worn-
out trousers and belts of the priests are made into wicks for 

made into wicks for the candelabrum (Rambam 
Kesef Mishne, who explains 

the distinction).

: The reference is apparently to 
Rabbi Tzadok the priest, who, in his later years, was one of 
the greatest Sages of Israel at the time of the destruction of 
the Temple. It is said that he fasted frequently over the pe-
riod of forty years prior to the destruction of the Temple as 
a plea that the Temple not be destroyed. The leader of that 

high regard that he requested of the emperor Vespasian 
to procure a special doctor to care for him, since he had 
become so emaciated by his fasts. Several sources attest 
to his expertise in engineering and mathematics. 

Rabbi Tzadok’s son, Rabbi Elazar ben Rabbi Tzadok, was 
one of the great scholars of the subsequent generation, 
respected in the house of the Nasi of the Sanhedrin. Rabbi 
Elazar often cites customs of his father’s house and of the 
house of the Nasi. 

However, some say that the Rabbi Tzadok mentioned 
here lived much earlier than the Rabbi Tzadok known from 
the time of the Temple.

Convulsing – : The father meant that the knife 
should be removed from his son’s heart to prevent it from 
becoming impure, even though that would hasten his 
death (Ritva).



instituted to replace it, 
were they doing still running to within in the 

it is 
necessary to return to the approach suggested earlier, that the case 
involving the Sages thought that 
it was merely a random, i.e., isolated, event,  and because it was 
extremely unlikely for a murder to happen again they did not 

 
saw that in any event the priests as one 
of them was pushed and broke his leg, the Sages established a 

.

Rabbi Tzadok stood 
up of the Sanctuary and said: 
Hear this, my brothers of the house of Israel. states: 

“If one be found slain in the land, etc.” But what of us, in our 
Upon whom is the obligation to bring the heifer whose 

upon Jerusalem, 
or does the obligation fall upon the Temple 

 a heifer whose 
 in a Ten things were 

said about Jerusalem to distinguish it from all other cities in Eretz 
and this is one of them: 

Jerusalem does not bring .  
reason for this is that the halakha of the heifer whose neck is 

of the Jewish people. Jerusalem alone was not divided among the 
tribes, but was shared equally by the entire nation. And further-

that the heifer whose neck is broken is brought 
when “it be ”  and here, in the 
case of the slain priest, it was well 
Rather, one must conclude that Rabbi Tzadok invoked the 
lakha of the heifer whose neck is broken not because it actually 
applied in this case but only in order 
and .

he was still 
be an atonement for you. But my son is still alive, 

 the ritual purity of 
utensils was  them than the shedding of 
blood. A dilemma was raised before 
clude from this comment that 
in their eyes but their concern for purity of utensils remained 
where it was originally, meaning that while they cared less than 
they should have about murder, they did not exaggerate the im
portance of purity of utensils; or perhaps their concern for blood-
shed remained where it was originally, but their concern for 
purity of vessels had become too to the extent that its 

Come and hear 
Since the  from the verse, 

“Furthermore, Manasseh
from this that it was bloodshed ,  
and the importance of purity of utensils remained where it had 
been.

A random event – : The Sages believed that it was not 
merely losing the race that caused the attack, but that there 
was some previous enmity between the two priests that led 
to it ( ).

Jerusalem does not bring a heifer whose neck is broken – 
: If a corpse is found near Jerusalem and 

the assailant is unknown, the city of Jerusalem is not required 
to bring a heifer whose neck is broken. This is because the 
city was not apportioned to any of the tribes, as the Gemara 
teaches here and in tractate Bava Kamma (Rambam Sefer 

Kesef Mishne).

And furthermore it is written that the heifer whose neck is 
broken is brought when it be not known who had smitten 
him – : This is the main question of 

not applicable at all here, where the identity of the murderer 

compelling one, as the question of whether or not Jerusalem 
was apportioned among the tribes is a matter of dispute, as 
discussed previously (

To increase weeping – : Rabbi Tzadok did not 
mean to imply that that  of the heifer whose neck is 
broken applied here but to point out a logical argument to 

culprit is unknown, and yet the residents of the nearest town 
must gain atonement for the killing; all the more so when a 
deliberate murder takes place right in the Temple, those in 
charge must take responsibility for what has happened (Ritva).

: The description of Manasseh’s violence took place 
during the First Temple, and the episode under discussion 
happened in the Second Temple. Nevertheless, through his 
callousness Manasseh desensitized the people of Jerusalem 
to murder and is therefore blamed for the lax attitudes toward 
killing in later times (Ritva).



§ 
the altar and associated issues. in a 

“And he 
his garments, 

the ashes out I might 
understand from here that this change of garments is a mitzva to 

similar to the change of 
garments performed on Yom Kippur, when the High Priest chang
es back and forth from gold clothes to white clothes. Here, too, the 
Torah requires that

 garments.  

the verse states: 
“And he shall
thereby 
he just as there, the garments he 
removes, i.e., those in which he had performed the mitzva of re
moval of the ashes, are , so too here, the clothes 
he puts on to take the ashes out of the camp are .

If so, what is the meaning when the verse states: Other garments, 

of lower quality than 
ments. Rabbi Eliezer says 

other garments, 
the ashes out of the camp,” in which the Hebrew juxta

with physical blemishes, who are considered others in that they 
are not eligible to perform sacred tasks, 
the ashes. 

 in detail.  said 
in the Other garments, teach that they are to 
be of lower quality than the garments worn during the removal 

what was taught in the 
 Rabbi Yishmael, as it was taught in  

Rabbi Yishmael: Clothes worn by a servant as he was
food for his master that became soiled in the process should not 
be worn by him when he pours which is a 

Similarly, one who performs the dirtying task of carrying out the 

other services.

 taught that Rabbi Eliezer derived from the word other 
that blemished priests are eligible for the task of carrying out the 

 and Rabbi Eliezer. Reish Lakish said: Just as there is a 
dispute  with regard to 

the ashes out of the camp, so too, there is a dispute with 
regard to the removal of the ashes from the altar.  Rabbi Eliezer 
maintains that the removal of the ashes may also be performed by 

 disagrees. But Rabbi 
dispute is only the 

ashes out of the camp, but all agree that the removal of the ashes 
is a that cannot be performed by 
blemished priests. 

What is the reason behind the opinion of 
Reish Lakish? Reish Lakish could have said to you: If it enters 
your mind that the removal of the ashes is a 

Do you have 
any Temple  only two gar-
ments rather than the full set of four vestments worn by the 

Similar to the change of garments performed on Yom 
Kippur, that he remove his sacred garments and put 
on non-sacred garments – 

: The comparison to Yom Kippur as 
-

planation suggests. The wording implies that on Yom Kip-
pur there is a change from sacred garments to non-sacred 

the day’s services are complete and the High Priest changes 
from his sacred garments to his personal clothes. 

Removal of the ashes and carrying them out – 
: -

mentaries with regard to these two activities, both ac-

tanna, based on an analysis of the approaches of Rabbi 
-

mud’s version of the debate. According to the Rambam, the 
conclusion is that garments of lesser quality are worn for 
both removal of the ashes from the altar and for carrying 
them out of the camp. Others maintain that the removal 

priestly garments, while clothes of lesser quality are used 
when the ashes are carried out of the camp. There is yet 
another approach that holds that both acts are performed 
in garments of lesser quality, but that carrying out the 
ashes was performed in garments of even more inferior 
quality than those worn to remove the ashes from the altar 
(Me’iri; see ).

Clothes worn by the priest during removal of the ashes – 
: The priest who removes 

the ashes from the altar does not wear his regular priestly 
garments but wears those of slightly lesser quality (Ram-
bam -
mentaries on the Rambam discuss this assertion, since 
the Gemara, when calling for garments of inferior quality, 
is dealing with carrying the ashes out of the camp, not 
removing them from the altar (see Kesef Mishne, 
Mishne, and ).



And what is the explanation for 
the priest is required to wear all four priestly garments. -
ful One reveals in the Torah that the priest must wear 
and the trousers like any other service so that one would not think 

clothes. Once the Torah has made this point and mentioned these 
the same is true for the other two garments 

as well, i.e., the mitre and the belt. 

tions the tunic and trousers only as examples, what is
about these  

 
mentioned in order to teach certain 
the tunic as “his linen garment,” with the words “his garment” 
middo], indicating that the tunic must conform to his exact size  
middato] 

“linen trousers,” they come to teach in a 
From where is it derived that as the priest gets dressed no 

garment it is stated: “And his 
linen trousers shall he put which implies that the 

i.e., when he has no other garments on him yet.

And with regard to Reish Lakish, who maintains 
that these two garments are mentioned because they are the only 
two that the priest wears when removing the ashes, from where 
does he derive these two ha
lakha that his linen garment, i.e., the tunic, must be 
his size is derived the fact that -
sion “his garment,” 
calling it by its usual name, tunic. And the halakha that no garment 

trousers when the priest dresses is derived 
from the fact that the Torah added the phrase 

Let us say 
kish is parallel to a dispute between tanna’im. As it was taught in 
a 

on his 
is the meaning when the verse states: “Shall he put 

on”? to the donning of the 
mitre and the belt, which are not mentioned here explicitly, for the 
removal of the ash; this is the statement of Rabbi Yehuda. 

Rabbi Dosa says: per
missibility of the High Priest that he wears on Yom Kip-
pur, which are linen garments identical to those of the common 
priest, to teach that 

other Sage, as will be explained below.

Rabbi against 
One is that the belt of the High Priest 

is not iden
tical to the belt of the  priest, 

common priest. And furthermore, with regard to garments that 
you used to perform the services of the most severe i.e., 

be that you will then use them to perform -
tity Instead 
must be said. What, then, is the meaning when the verse states the 

“shall he put on”? 

: A priest’s sacred 

short nor too long (Rambam 

The trousers precede the other garments – 
: When a priest dons his sacred vest-

ments he begins by putting his trousers on, before the 
other garments (Rambam  



to garments, teaching that 

Temple services.

 connected to this 
debate. With regard to the garments of the High Priest, the Torah 

the Sanctuary, and shall leave them there” 
the linen garments worn by the High 

require storing away,  i.e., 
they may not be used again. Rabbi Dosa says: 
to be stored away, because although they may not be used again 

-
for use  what, then, is the 

meaning when the verse states: “And shall leave them there,” 
that 

the High Priest himself may not use them on a subsequent Yom 
Kippur for service in the Holy of Holies; it does not mean that 
they may not be used at all.

requiring all four priestly garments, and whether or not this is 
the subject of debate between . What, is it not with 
regard to this that disagree: One 
Sage, 
that all four garments are required, holds that the removal of the 
ashes is a Rabbi Dosa, who 

holds that it  
is not a and consequently only two of the  

Lakish.

is not the subject of debate between these two . Rather, 
everyone agrees that the removal of ashes is 

requiring all four garments, and here they disagree 
about this: One Sage, 
holds that a derivation from the to  
the mitre and belt, which are not mentioned explicitly in the 
verse. And one Sage, Rabbi Dosa, holds that since the removal 

garments are required, so a derivation from a verse to include 
the other two garments Accordingly, both 

service and requires all four priestly garments. 

§ Rabbi ash must be re
removal of the ashes?  

Do we derive it from the teruma of the tithe, the portion that 
the Levite sets aside for the priest, in which case one hundredth 
of the total is separated, or do we derive it from the donations 
that were set aside from the spoils of the war with Midian, where 

Come and hear a teaching with regard to this di
lemma.  taught in a  that it is stated here: 

“And he shall take up and it is said 
elsewhere, “And he shall take 
up 

Just as there, the amount he removes is a handful 
so too, here, he removes a handful of ash.

the total ash.

The linen garments worn by the High Priest during the Yom Kip-
pur service require storing away – : The white clothes 
worn by the High Priest on Yom Kippur may not be used again 
the following year. They must be stored away, and it is prohibited 

tanna (Rambam 

removal of the ashes – : Rabbi Avin’s dilemma 

a similar situation in 
When the Torah does not specify any amount for something, and 
it is possible to draw a comparison to various other cases, it is the 
smallest amount that is intended. Therefore, Rabbi Avin should 
have concluded that the amount required for the removal of the 

Gemara’s comparison to these other two cases is based on the 

as well as in the other two cases under consideration, and Rabbi 
Avin therefore seeks to establish which verse is more similar to the 
removal of the ashes in its context ( ).

So too here he removes a handful of ash – : In 
the Tosafot Yeshanim it is noted that the Gemara does not really 

possibilities he raised and brings up a third alternative. Another 
anomaly here is that in the Jerusalem Talmud as well a comparison 
is drawn between the removal of the ashes and the removal of a 

there only to teach that, like the removal of the handful of the 

right hand. It makes no mention of comparing the two with regard 
to a minimum amount. Moreover, even here the Gemara does not 

Rashi explains that the removal was in fact not done with one’s 
bare hands, since the ash is too hot to touch, but was performed 
with a shovel. For all these reasons it is understandable why the 
Rambam did not cite this ruling as , because there is no 

be removed (see ).



§ Rav said: 
service, there are only four Temple  for which a non-
priest is liable to receive the punishment of death  

Sprinkling  
and burning 
and pouring out the water libation on the altar on the festival of 

, and pouring out the wine libation on the altar. And Levi  
said: also for the removal of the ashes. And simi-
larly, Levi taught in his collection of baraitot
ashes is also 
incurs the death penalty if he performs them. 

What is the reason for Rav’s As 
and your sons with you shall keep your 

priesthood in everything pertaining to the altar and to that 
within the veil; and you shall serve; I give you the priesthood 

draws near shall 
be put to death” 

indicates a service that involves giving,  
i.e., placing something on the altar, that involves 
removal from the altar, to the exclusion of removing the ashes. 

va’avadtem]” is interpreted as referring to 
avoda tamma] on its own,  such as 

sprinkling the blood, and not a service that is not complete, i.e., a 
that is only a preparatory step and 

that completes its purpose, such as slaughtering the animal 
or collecting its blood, which are only preparatory steps leading 
up to the sprinkling of the blood on the altar.

And what is the reason for the opinion of Levi? Why does he in

this service by adding “in everything pertaining to the 
altar,” which teaches that all actions performed on the altar, in

And what does 
Rav 

that phrase comes  seven sprinklings that are 
performed inside the Sanctuary,  when the blood of certain of
ferings is sprinkled on the veil of the Holy of Holies, and the 
seven sprinklings of oil of the leper, which are also performed 

liable to receive the death penalty, despite the fact that they are 
not performed on the altar.

And from where does Levi 
He derives them from 

wording of the text. As the entire phrase “pertaining to the altar” 

of the ashes. Additionally, the expression “everything pertaining” 
implies a further inclusion, from which he derives the internal 
sprinklings mentioned above. And what does Rav learn from this 

not derive anything particular 
from the distinction between the expressions “pertaining to the 
altar” and “everything pertaining to the altar.”

But say that the verse 
“In everything pertaining” is a 

generalization, and is a indicat
ing a case of a generalization followed by One of 
the principles of hermeneutics states that in such cases, the gen-

is mentioned explicitly in the 

of giving, i.e., placing on the altar, yes, this is included, but a 
is not 

the verse states: 

Temple services for which a non-priest is liable to receive 
the punishment of death – : It is 
prohibited for non-priests to serve in the Temple, but one 
who does so incurs the death penalty only for participa-

, and pouring out the wine libation. This ruling is in 
accordance with the opinion of Rav (Rambam 

A non-priest sprinkling blood – : A non-priest 
who performs one of the sprinkling services, whether out-
side on the altar or inside the Sanctuary, or any of the sprin-
klings of the leper, incurs the death penalty (Rambam Sefer 

A service of gift indicates a service that involves giving – 
: Only a priest is permitted to remove the ashes 

from the altar. A non-priest who performed this service is 
punished with lashes, but does not incur the death penalty. 
The death penalty is incurred only for services involving 
giving, not for those involving removal, as stated by Rav 
(Rambam 

Levi – : This individual is Levi, son of Sisi, a student of 
Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi, who lived in the transitional genera-
tion between the tanna’im and amora’im. Levi was one of 
the most distinguished disciples of Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi 
and was a colleague of his son Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Yehuda 

A man like me, i.e., on my level. 
Levi visited Babylonia several times, where he conferred 

with its scholars, especially Abba, son of Abba, the father of 
Shmuel. The Sages of Babylonia often cite his statements, 
and in the Babylonian Talmud a physical description of him 

After the death of Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi he was one of the 
chief scholars in Eretz Yisrael, but was not appointed to a po-
sition in the Sanhedrin (see 
moved to Babylonia, where he spent the rest of his life. The 
Talmud quotes many statements of  and  in 
his name. Levi compiled a volume of baraitot called Teach-

of baraitot.

And you shall serve [va’avadtem] is a service that is com-
plete [avoda tamma] on its own – : 
This form of interpretation, interpreting the second-person 

tem as if it were tam, complete, appears several 
times in the Talmud, such as the changing of , 
you shall guard, to , complete guarding, and 
the like. The idea behind this approach appears to be that 
the Torah’s commands are generally written in the singular 
form, so that any deviation from that is subject to analysis.

To include the seven sprinklings that are performed in-
side the Sanctuary – : The com-

even to enter the Sanctuary except for the purpose of per-
forming one of the rituals that must be performed there. 
What is gained by establishing that a non-priest would be 
liable to receive a punishment for sprinkling blood there, 
since his mere entry to that place is enough for him to incur 
the death penalty? One answer given is that the Gemara 
could be referring to someone who entered the Holy of 
Holies unintentionally, and would therefore not be liable for 
that act, and then went on to sprinkle blood there intention-
ally (Tosafot Yeshanim).



 “To that within the veil; and you shall serve; 

to services that are performed within the veil, i.e., in the Holy of Holies, 
that there is 
performs there, such as sprinkling the blood inside 

but 
not one who performs of removing there, such as the re

leads 
to the conclusion that when it comes to services performed outside of 

service,  of removal, such as the removal of ashes from 
the altar.

If it is so that the limitations of the verse apply only 
to those services performed in the Holy of Holies, one should say that 

And you va’avadtem],” from which it is de
rived that one is liable only for a service that is complete [avoda ] 
on its own and not incomplete, should also be similarly limited to 
services performed to what is within the veil. 

-
does not apply if he performs is only 

preparatory and that completes its purpose, 
should apply only to services performed in the Holy of Holies. But for 
services performed outside 
liable even if it is is incomplete and 

And va’avadtem],” 
which begins with the conjunction vav

the service performed within the 

this halakha
and a service performed inside.

within the veil, i.e., in the Holy of Holies, he does not incur the death 
penalty, but if he performs a service involving removal outside, such as 
the removal of the ashes from the external altar, he is liable to the death 
penalty. Rava raised a dilemma What 
would be the halakha with regard to performed 

chamber that is before the Holy of Holies, such as 
removing the burnt incense from the inner altar, or removing burnt 

such an 
act to a service performed inside the Holy of Holies, so that he would 
be exempt from the death penalty, or do it to the outer 

Rava himself  resolved 
Within the veil, it would have been understood that it is referring 

only to actions performed in the Holy of Holies. But since the Torah 
And to what is within 

teaches that it is referring to something else besides the Holy of Holies, 
i.e., the Sanctuary.

However, if it is so 
performing a service that is complete on its own that takes place in the 
Sanctuary, one should say that a non-priest who arranges  the loaves 
on the shewbread table should be liable. 
arranging the bread there is still the arranging of the vessels of frank
incense on the table that remains to be done, so the arrangement of the 

so, a non-priest who arranges the vessels of frankincense on the table 
should be liable. 
there is still the removal of these vessels and the burning of their 
frankincense on the altar that remain to be done; therefore, arranging 
the vessels is not considered a service that is complete on its own.

However if it is so, a non-priest who arranges, etc. – 
:

If that is so, is that the questions that follow are some-
how prompted by what the Gemara has just said, i.e., 
Rava’s statement that a non-priest would not be liable for 
performing a service involving removal in the Sanctuary. 
One explanation given is that prior to Rava’s statement, it 
was thought that there is no liability for any services per-
formed in the Sanctuary, with the exception of sprinkling, 
which the Gemara mentioned explicitly earlier. Once Rava 
discussed services of removal in the Sanctuary, it became 
clear that there can indeed be liability for services per-
formed in the Sanctuary. The Gemara therefore raises 
these questions pertaining to various actions that take 
place in the Sanctuary ( ). 



is liable for performing a service that is complete on its own that takes 
a non-priest who arranges the lamps of 

the be liable. 
is still the in the lamps that remains to be done, 
so arranging the lamps is not considered a service that is complete  

should be liable. 
there is still 

the necessity of the oil. 

liable. 
on its own, as there is still the service of lighting that needs to be done. 

who lit the lamps should be 
liable. Lighting the lamps is not considered a 

since in doing so nothing is done to the 
candelabrum itself.

And is not considered a Tem
But wasn’t it taught in a “And 

the sons of Aaron the priest shall put 
wood in order 
kindling alita]  be 
performed only by a proper priest and that he must be wearing the 
priestly garments? 

Kindling the ,  but 
lighting the candelabrum is not .

However, if it is so 
for performing any service involving placing, as established above, a 
non-priest who set up the arrangement of wood on the altar should 
be liable, 

 is still the mitzva of the arrangement of two logs  on 

arranged the two logs should be liable. 
still the arrangement of limbs 

considered a service that is complete on its own. 

Chips [alita] – : Apparently from the same origin as 
the Hebrew word alya, meaning tail. The alita are so called 
because they are like the tail end of a larger piece of wood. 

: The distinction between lighting the candelabrum and kin-
dling the chips is not clear. An alternative version of Rashi, which 
does not appear here but is cited by Ritva and Tosafot Yeshanim, 
explains that kindling the chips is considered a service because 

author of the Me’iri
candelabrum is not a service for which a non-priest would be 
liable, because it does not involve any giving, i.e., placing, on the 
candelabrum, which is a requirement for liability, as discussed 
earlier. The wood chips, on the other hand, are placed on the 
altar itself and therefore involve giving.

: The Rambam (  

therefore permitted for a non-priest to kindle the candelabrum 
(see also Ra’avad, who only partially disagrees). However, practi-
cally speaking, since the candelabrum is inside the Sanctuary, 
where it is prohibited for non-priests to enter, the lighting would 
normally be done by a priest (Even Shlomo). This assertion is 
surprising, however, as several times the Torah refers to the light-
ing of the candelabrum as a priest’s service (Tosafot Yeshanim), 
a point supported by . One commentary suggests 
that the candelabrum service that the Torah relates to priests is 
referring to clearing out the used wicks and oil and preparing 
the lamps for kindling. It would be prohibited, then, for non-
priests to perform these acts, although they would not incur 

the death penalty for performing them, as explained in the 
Gemara here. The kindling, however, is not considered a priestly 
task at all ( ).

Priest lighting the candelabrum

Arrangement of two logs – : A non-
priest who arranges the two logs on the altar is liable to 
be punished by death at the hand of God, in accordance 



But didn’t Rav Asi say that  
 wood is 

liable?  

disagree on this 
point. One Sage, holds that the placement of the 
two logs on its own, as the arrange
ment of limbs that follows is not considered a continuation of the 

and one Sage, Rav, holds that the place
ment of the two logs is not considered  
on its own, since it is followed by the arrangement of the limbs 
on the wood.

It was taught in a  the 
opinion of Rav, and it was taught in a second  -

the opinion of Levi. It was taught in a  in  
the opinion of Rav:  

priest who performs them is liable to receive 
the penalty of death the sprin-
kling of blood, whether inside the Sanctuary; on the golden  
altar or at the veil; or inside the innermost chamber, the Holy  

and  
one who sprinkles blood in the case of a 
one who squeezes the blood of on the wall 
of the altar or burns the bird on the altar; and one who pours 
out three log of water on the altar for the  water libation 
or three log of wine 
removal of ashes from the altar is not listed here.

It was taught in a   the opinion of Levi: 
 a non-priest who performs them 

is liable to receive the penalty of death One who 
removes the ashes from the altar; one who performs the seven 
sprinklings that are performed inside the Sanctuary or the sprin
klings of the leper; and one who raises up onto the 
altar, whether it is a proper or a 

, the removal of ashes is listed.

§ 

Why did the Temple authori
ties Before answering the question, the Gemara 

Why did they hold 
as we said 

Rather, 
Why did they assemble all 

the priests together and gather 
them together to four times, when the 

the Temple as the priests 
would converge from all over to assemble there, as it is stated: 

 together, in the House of God we 
walked with the throng” 
it is proper to stir up a commotion and to cause public excitement 
in the course of the Temple services and the preliminary steps 
leading up to them, such as the assignment of tasks to the priests.

With what garments were the priests clothed 
when ?
clothed in their own Sheshet 
said: garments.

who arranged the two pieces of wood is liable – 
: This question 

is somewhat puzzling, as the Gemara here is explaining the 

the implication in the Jerusalem Talmud. The Gemara there-
fore goes on to explain that in fact Rav disagreed with Rabbi 

). Another explanation is that the Gemara 

that placing the two logs constitutes a service that is complete 
in itself, but it was aware all along that Rav disagreed with 

reason. Therefore, the Gemara goes on to elaborate that in fact 

exactly this point of whether or not the placing of the two logs 
constitutes a service that is complete on its own.

With what garments were the priests clothed when they 
held the lottery – :
priests wore their priestly garments (Rambam  

with the opinion of Rav Sheshet because of the principle that 
the  is ruled in accordance with the opinion of Rav 

).



non
you say 
their , there are armed men who might 

even if they did not win 

they would simply force their way into performing the service. 
Rav Sheshet said: , 
if you say they wore their  to the fact 
that the service was so beloved to them, in their excitement over 
having been granted the privilege to perform the service, it may 
happen that they would immediately, for

service. 

Rav As we 
learned they gave the priests over 

,  and they would
and they would leave only their trousers on them. 

What, is this not talking about those priests who won the lot-
tery, 

Rav Huna bar Yehuda said that Rav Sheshet said, rejecting that 
it is possible to explain that all the priests at 

trary, the mishna speaks about those priests who did not win 
. 

So too, it is 
reasonable 
As, if it were to enter your mind to say that the mishna is deal
ing and describes how their 

would leave 
only their trousers on them? One would have to explain that 
the priests subsequently donned the sacred clothes on top of the 

trousers and replace them with the sacred trousers. But wasn’t 
it taught in a From where is it derived that nothing 

trousers  
verse states: “And he 

pretation of the mishna, the priests donned the other sacred 

And how would the other one, 
-

as this is what the mishna 

on them, and then they remove from them 
them wearing only the sacred trousers. 

They gave the priests over to the attendants, etc. – 
: After the lottery the winners would set 

out to perform the day’s service. Attendants took the 

which point they put on their non-sacred clothes before 
removing the sacred trousers and putting all the clothes 
back in their place. This ruling is in accordance with the 
mishna and Rav Sheshet’s interpretation of it (Rambam 



Rav Sheshet said: From where do I say that the priests wore 
As it was taught in 

a Stone was built in the style 
basileki]; is held in the east of 

the chamber, and an Elder of the court sits in its west  to pro
vide instruction and adjudicate any doubtful cases. And the 

bekholyar],  
and the appointed priest  and removes the mitre from 
the head of one of them, and everyone thereby knew that the 

 him. And if it were to enter your mind to 
say that the priests wore during the lot
tery, is there such a thing as a mitre among 
garments? 

Yes, indeed, there is such a 
as Rav 

Yehuda, and some say it was Rav Shmuel bar Yehuda, taught:  
A priest whose mother made a to show her love 
for her son and her love for mitzvot, may perform an individ-

 with it on, 

Apropos the  that was just cited, 
from this  that the Chamber of Hewn Stone  was built 

area, within the consecrated Temple grounds, 
and half in the part of the Temple grounds. And 

from it as well that the chamber had two doorways, 
one that area of the Temple and one that 

area. Abaye explains these infer
As, were it to enter your mind that the Chamber of 

Hewn Stone stood entirely in the area, how could one 
say that an Elder 

allowed in the Temple kings 
of the house of David  alone? 

Basilica [basileki] – : From the Greek , , 
meaning a large royal building. The 
It was built upon rows of columns. The central part of the build-
ing had a higher roof than the rest, to allow sunlight to stream 
in between the two levels.

Ruins of a basilica in Khoms, Libya, dating back to the second century

Bracelet [bekholyar] – : The proper reading of the sec-
ond word appears to be , from the Greek , 

 meaning a spiral, snail-like shape. Accordingly, the 
priests did not stand in a perfect circle but in a spiral to make 

Spiral snail shells

An Elder of the court sits in its west – : 
From the words of the Rambam it appears that there was no 
particular Elder sitting on the west side of the chamber; rather, 
the intention is to state that the western part of the Chamber 
of Hewn Stone was the area where the Elders of the Sanhe-
drin convened. These Elders did not participate in the lottery; 
they are mentioned here only to teach that this was the chief 
function of the Chamber of Hewn Stone (see ). The 
author of the Me’iri, on the other hand, maintains that there 
was a particular Sage stationed there, and that this individual 
played a role in the lottery process, as he chose the random 
number used in the count. The appointed priest, however, 
would decide with which priest the count would begin.

As Rav Yehuda…taught – : It is understood 
from this baraita that some priests had clothes that were 

-

priests wore non-sacred garments for the lottery. Another 

that were completely non-sacred, which fully resembled the 
priestly sacred garments. The priests would wear these gar-
ments in order to be accustomed to their identical sacred 
clothing ( ).

There is no sitting allowed in the courtyard except for kings 
of the house of David – : 
In the Jerusalem Talmud another opinion is cited that even 

the Temple courtyard.

The Chamber of Hewn Stone – : The Chamber of 
Hewn Stone was built half in the sacred area of the Temple and 
half in the non-sacred area. It had two doorways, one opening 
into the sacred area and one opening into the non-sacred area. 
The non-sacred part of the chamber was the seat of the Sanhe-
drin. This is in accordance with Abaye’s statement in the Gemara 
(Rambam 


